Carr and Hawking showed that the proper size of a spherical overdense region surrounded by a flat FRW universe cannot be arbitrarily large as otherwise the region would close up on itself and become a separate universe. From this result they derived a condition connecting size and density of the overdense region ensuring that it is part of our universe. Carr used this condition to obtain an upper bound for the density fluctuation amplitude with the property that for smaller amplitudes the formation of a primordial black hole is possible, while larger ones indicate a separate universe. In contrast, we find that the appearance of a maximum is not a consequence of avoiding separate universes but arises naturally from the geometry of the chosen slicing. Using instead of density a volume fluctuation variable reveals that a fluctuation is a separate universe iff this variable diverges on superhorizon scales. Hence Carr's and Hawking's condition does not pose a physical constraint on density fluctuations. The dynamics of primordial black hole formation with an initial curvature fluctuation amplitude larger than the one corresponding to the maximum density fluctuation amplitude was previously not considered in detail and so we compare it to the well-known case where the amplitude is smaller by presenting embedding and conformal diagrams of both types in dust spacetimes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Einstein's general relativity (GR) permits the fascinating possibility that matter and fields interact with geometry in such a way that compact regions form from which temporarily no information can escape. Furthermore, assuming reasonable properties of matter and fields, the appearance of such a closed horizon (classically) implies the existence of a curvature singularity in the interior and that information can never escape [3] . These configurations are black holes (BHs).
In a spherically symmetric spacetime, which we assume throughout the paper, a horizon and hence a BH forms as soon as the areal radius R of a region which determines the measurable surface area A = 4πR 2 , decreases and becomes smaller than twice the enclosed mass M 1 . Achieving this matter configuration requires strong compression of the material and in most circumstances pressure forces will overcome the gravitational forces preventing the BH formation.
A dying star is a well-known exception. Depending on its mass gravity can overcome the forces exerted by the neutrons in the collapsed stellar core. In this way the quantum physics of neutrons determines the minimal mass of a stellar BH to be larger than the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff limit, which is a few solar masses.
Another possibility is that BHs form in the very early universe from primordial density perturbations [1, 2, 4, 5] . These BHs are called primordial black holes (PBHs) and are the subject of this paper (we do not consider the formation involving the collapse or collision of defects, see for instance [6] [7] [8] [9] ). The formation process is bottom-up like in the ordinary structure formation scenario since only perturbations smaller than the Hubble radius R < H −1 can collapse. The maximum size of a PBH forming in the early universe is approximately given by the Hubble radius H −1 hc at the time t hc when the perturbation crosses the horizon (see Sec. II). As a consequence, PBH sizes range in principle between the Planck length and today's Hubble radius. The actual mass spectrum of PBHs then depends on the spectrum of primordial density perturbations and the equation of state. Numerical simulations of PBH formation in a radiation filled universe [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] confirmed Carr's estimate [2] , that the initial fluctuation amplitude of a density perturbation must be very high in order not to disperse but to form a PBH.
PBHs would open up windows into many interesting aspects of GR. For instance, the formation process in a radiation-filled universe is a critical phenomenon [13, 14, [16] [17] [18] . The mass spectrum of PBHs strongly depends on the probability distribution of metric fluctuations [2, 19, 20] , which depends in turn on the mechanism that generates the primordial density perturbations [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] , such that a (non-)observation of PBHs constrains these mechanisms. And most importantly, while Hawking radiation [27] of stellar BHs is much colder than the CMB and hence undetectable, PBHs could have already evaporated or evaporate at the current time [2, 28, 29] , which could give rise to a gravitational wave back-ground [30] [31] [32] . Additionally, quantum gravity effects may alter the evaporation process at its final stage such that there could have remained a Planck mass remnant for each evaporated PBH [33, 34] , while PBH evaporation could have created the baryons [35] [36] [37] . Many more reasons for studying PBH and more references can be found in [38] .
While there is still no direct observation of a BH, there is convincing evidence for the existence of stellar BHs [39] and supermassive BHs in the centers of galaxies [40, 41] , in particular our own Galaxy [42, 43] . In contrast there is no trace of PBHs and their existence is strongly constrained by observations [44, 45] . However it is still possible that both dark matter and supermassive BHs may be the results of PBH evaporation [33] and PBH clustering [46, 47] .
The intention of the first part of this paper is to clarify a certain aspect of PBH formation which originated from the earliest treatments of PBHs [1, 2, 5] and can still be found in recent works on PBH formation, e.g. in [15, 18, 23, [48] [49] [50] and probably many more. Carr and Hawking considered the collapse of an initially superhorizon-sized homogeneous spherical overdensity surrounded by an otherwise flat FRW universe [1, 2] (see Fig. 1 ). They estimated the necessary amplitude of the fluctuation for PBH formation using an energy argument: the gravitational energy at the moment t m of maximal expansion, where the kinetic energy and the expansion rate is zero in the interior, has to overcompensate the internal energy density that will cause the pressure forces during the subsequent contraction. For a radiation-filled universe, they found that this requires the overdensity to have a size R m [1] . Hence Harada and Carr concluded that a fluctuation must be finely tuned in order to become a black hole but not a separate universe [49] . One aim of this paper is to show that the no-SU condition actually does not pose a constraint on density fluctuations, and hence fine tuning is not necessary. We see this from several points of view in Secs. II -IV. Carr's and Hawking's no-SU condition will be quickly rederived in Sec. II keeping numerical factors in order to show why it does not constrain fluctuations. Defining the amplitude of a fluctuation in terms of a curvature fluctuation variable ζ in Sec. III, we will conclude that a SU corresponds to ζ = ∞ on superhorizon scales and hence SUs are physically impossible and irrelevant for PBH formation. In contrast to a result in [2] , we find in Sec. IV that the density fluctuation δ features a maximal value δ max which is independent of the no-SU condition and instead is a consequence of the spatial geometry of the fluctuation determined by the slicing and the Hamiltonian constraint. Furthermore it will be clear that this maximum arises naturally if one expresses δ in terms of ζ. To every δ (except δ max ) belong two different ζ's; one is larger and the other smaller than ζ max ≡ ζ(δ max ). We will point out the relevance of the rather conceptual findings concerning SUs for the existing PBH literature in Sec. V. The second part of the paper is devoted to gaining intuition about PBH formation: in Sec. VI, we compare the collapse of two spherical overdensities with the same δ but different ζ patched to a flat dust FRW universe using the LTB metric. The comparison will be carried out with the help of embedding diagrams and conformal diagrams, which enables us to intuitively understand the differences and similarities of both types of fluctuations.
Throughout the paper we consider highly idealized models of density fluctuations. This is because they are analytically tractable and at the same time exhibit all the necessary features to clarify and show some new aspects of PBH formation.
II. BASIC EQUATIONS AND NO-SU CONDITION
In a spherically symmetric spacetime inhabited by a perfect fluid T = ( + p) n ⊗ n + p g the metric g can be written in comoving coordinates, where n = 1/N e t , as
A prime denotes a derivative with respect to the comoving radial coordinate r and dΩ 2 denotes the metric of the 2-sphere. Energy density , pressure p, areal radius R, lapse N and energy E are in general functions of r and t. Using metric (1) in the Einstein equations yields the so-called Misner-Sharp equations [51] , which can be conveniently written using the Misner-Sharp mass
that is the gravitating mass enclosed by r. In general, M does not coincide with the integral of over the proper volume since
The Misner-Sharp equations are given by the Hamiltonian constraint,Ṙ
the momentum constraint,
the evolution equation,Ṁ
and the Euler equation,
These equations are rederived in [52] using the ADM formalism. In order to close the system of equations, we must provide an equation of state f ( , p) = 0 and so as to solve (4)- (7) we give initial conditions on an initial t=const-slice at t i :
where a i is a constant. This is only one possible choice for a set of initial conditions. Consider now a spherical overdense region, whose homogeneous interior (r < r a ) is patched via a rarefied transition region to a flat FRW universe (see Fig. 1 ). We can then choose for r > r b N = 1, E = 0 and R = b(t) r .
Let us assume that the size of the fluctuation
is initially much larger than the Hubble radius of the flat FRW, where H ≡ḃ/b, such that p 0 and hence from (5) and (7) E is approximately time independent and N approximately constant 2 . The interior then evolves like a closed FRW universe as long as this approximation is valid. This means that for r < r a ,
and R a(t) r .
Requiring p > − /3, the horizon H −1 will grow faster than R(t, r a ) and overtake it around the time t m when the size of the overdense region becomes maximal. At this timeṘ m vanishes and we get from (4)
Since inside the fluctuation is spatially constant, Eq. (2) gives M = 4π/3 R 3 . Inserting this together with (10) into (11), we obtain
The right hand side is exactly the Ricci scalar (3) R of a 3-sphere with radius a m . The density of the flat FRW background¯ m m will not deviate very much from the central 2 Note that the negligence of gradients is sometimes called "separate universe approximation". But this has nothing to do with the notion of a separate universe used in this paper. density and from the Friedmann equation (9) and (4) 
This change of coordinates will overcome any issues at points where E = −1 and enables us to treat "normal" PBH forming fluctuations ζ < ζ max , the marginal δ = δ max and fluctuations with ζ > ζ max within the same coordinate system. For a closed FRW universe, where E = −r 2 , introducing the χ-coordinate solves the problem at r = 1:
which was just a coordinate singularity. The above metric is the metric of a 3-sphere with radius a, and r parametrizes this 3-sphere by projecting down the areal radius r of the equatorial unit ball (ranging from 0 to 1) and so the upper hemi-3-sphere is not covered (see Fig. 2 ) . The new radial coordinate χ covers the whole 3-sphere and corresponds to its latitude (running from 0 to π). From this we observe that the proper radius L ≡ aχ a of the overdense region is constrained
Using the Hamiltonian constraint Eq. (12) gives at t m
An equality L m = L SU would mean that the assumed overdensity was in fact never part of our universe but instead a 3 That χ is approximately comoving is a consequence of the approximate time independence of E.
Embeddings of spatial slices of different types of density fluctuations (angular dimensions suppressed). The left figure shows a case where ζ < ζ max (, χ a < π/2, δ < δ max ) called type I, the middle figure shows the case ζ = ζ max (, χ a = π/2, δ = δ max ) and the right one shows a case where ζ > ζ max (, χ a > π/2, δ < δ max ) called type II.
SU. This no-SU condition ensures that there should be no matter configuration that is topologically impossible. Or in the words of Carr and Hawking [1] 4 :
The R 00 − 1 2 g 00 R = 8πT 00 constraint equation implies that the 3-geometry of this hypersurface has positive curvature of order µ in the region where the rate of expansion is zero. If this positive curvature extended over a sufficiently large region, the spacelike hypersurface would close up on itself to form a disconnected compact 3-space of radius about µ −1/2 . In this case the region would form a separate closed universe which was completely disconnected from our Universe. Such a situation would not correspond to a black hole formed by collapse of matter in our Universe. This shows that for black hole formation µR To obtain the estimate in the last line, which relates the areal radius R m instead of the proper radius L m to m , we could argue that in a positively curved space
at r 0 and hence (15) is violated if (18) is violated.
Although our derivation of the no-SU condition (18) seems to be correct and coincides with the cited result of [1] , the last step (17) relating proper size L and areal radius R is a poor estimate. Looking at the embeddings of spatial slices at t m for fixed a m and different L m in Fig. 3 , we see that the limit L m → L SU actually requires R m → 0 instead of a violation of (18) . From the spherical geometry (see Fig. 3 ) it is also clear that
4 Their µ is our .
is the maximum value R m can take for fixed a m and thus
It is then obvious that the no-SU condition (18) cannot be violated because the spatial geometry (19) of the overdensity ensures the stronger inequality (20) . It is important to note that there is a huge conceptual difference between the situations when an observable like R m is constrained by avoiding a topology change (18) or by simple geometry (20) .
A further important remark is in order concerning the generality of our result. We used idealized fluctuations and neglected the pressure effects of the transition region because our argument is purely geometrical. It does not depend on Einstein's equations nor on the specific shape of the overdensity. In order to talk about a "radius" let us assume that the overdensity is approximately spherically symmetric, which should be a good approximation in case of a high amplitude fluctuation [53] . For an inhomogeneously positively curved region [54] , there exists an analog of inequality (15), where a is replaced by the maximal curvature radius of the region. However since (17) still strictly holds we see that R is actually constrained by the areal radius of the "equator" (analog to Eq. (19)) of the positively curved region and not by the proper radius L which is constrained by avoiding a SU.
Note that we would also obtain the bound (20) if we were to take the coordinate singularity at r = 1 in metric (14) seriously for some reason. At this point E = −1 and this was believed to indicate a SU [15, 55] . This may be the reason why type II fluctuations are excluded in the PBH forming parameter space in [50] and why δ = δ max should indicate SUs [2] . We will see in Sec. IV why δ max corresponds to the upper bound in Eq. (20) and hence does not signal a SU. The appearance of a δ max is related to the fact that the gravitating mass is given by M ∼ V B instead of M ∼ V 3 (see (2) and (3)). The existence of type II fluctuations (χ > π/2) is explicitly mentioned in [11] , but not considered in their PBH formation simulations since these fluctuations should collapse anyway and are thus not interesting for calculating the PBH threshold χ BH . Note also that for an asymptotic Minkowski space these configurations are known as semiclosed universes [56] .
Another reason why one could believe that δ = δ max marks the boundary to SUs is that fluctuations with ζ > ζ max actually become in a certain sense separate during their evolution on sub-Hubble scales. Following the time evolution of such a type II fluctuation in Sec. VI we will observe that the neck that connects the bubble to the flat FRW gets stretched and tears itself apart. One might then be tempted to call the pinched off bubble a "separate universe". But as we will see in Sec. VI, this fascinating process is simply an alternative mechanism for PBH formation. But it should be clear from the excerpt of [1] and it was also pointed out in [49] that a region can never evolve into a SU; it must be given as initial condition.
III. CURVATURE FLUCTUATION
A physical mechanism that is at least in principle able to create type II fluctuations is single field inflation (see [57] for an introduction to inflation). To qualitatively see how this works, let us first define the curvature fluctuation ζ for a new radial coordinate s that makes the spatial metric γ manifestly conformally flat:
The scale factor b is the same as in (9) if we set r = s and ζ = 0 for r > r b . Roughly speaking inflation ends when the field φ, which drives inflation with its potential V, reaches a certain value φ r where both slow roll conditions break down. For the moment let us slice spacetime such that φ is spatially constant which makes in the φ r -slice the reheating radiation energy density and also the expansion rate approximately constant. Nearly all the fluctuations are then in the local number of e-folds λ(s, t r ) ≡ ln b(t r ) + ζ(s, t r ), which are directly related to fluctuations in the value of the local volume element
where γ is the determinant of the spatial metric γ (21). In this slicing the interpretation of how the quantum fluctuations of φ create the metric fluctuations is as follows. Regions where the inflaton took more e-folds to reach φ r have a larger volume compared to the average. Let us estimate the volume fluctuation looking at Fig. 3 . It is determined by the ratio of the proper volume V 3 of the overdense region and the corresponding average flat space volume V B one would measure if the fluctuation were absent. The proper volume is the volume of a 3-sphere cut off at a latitude χ, using (3) gives
which corresponds to √ γ integrated over the fluctuation. The volume of flat space is given by the ball at latitude χ is: From this we get an averaged fluctuationζ defined bȳ
For a marginal fluctuation with χ a = χ max = π/2 we obtain an average volume fluctuationζ max 0.3. We can compare this ζ to the ζ defined by (21) . In Appendix A we derive that as long as the size of the fluctuation exceeds the Hubble radius the central volume fluctuation ζ(0, t) is approximately given by: (26) is violated. Obviously it is impossible to violate this no-SU condition.
It is also important to note that during matter or radiation domination, ζ will be approximately constant on super Hubble scales as long as spatial gradients are small (see eqs. (A6) and (5) or [58] ) and so the shape of the fluctuation will not change much. This implies that a type II fluctuation cannot be formed dynamically on super horizonscales during matter or radiation domination and must be given as an initial condition on superhorizon scales.
Inflation can produce these initial conditions at least in principle. In the desired comoving region the scalar field φ has to make quantum jumps up its potential hill a sufficient number of times such that inflation ends in that region on average 0.3 e-folds later. This should in principle be possible, although it may be very unlikely. However, this is a different question. All we want to emphasize is that the laws of physics allow the creation of arbitrarily large bubbles like the one on the right in Fig. 3 .
If inflation took place it created one large bubble connected to a mother universe by a comparably tiny neck: the large bubble is (or hosts) our universe while the neck has the size of the initial false vacuum region in the chaotic or phase transition undergoing preinflationary universe. Of course the curvature of this bubble does not have to be positive.
In Sec. VI we will study the time evolution of a type II fluctuation: Once a neck gets smaller than the horizon of its surrounding mother universe it will start to stretch and eventually pinch off, separating the baby universe from the mother universe, leaving behind a black hole in both universes. Why and how this happens we will also see in Sec. VI. Hence every neck attached to a decelerating universe will sooner or later be destroyed. The only ambiguous sign left is the PBH. It is ambiguous because one can never figure out whether the PBH was formed by a type I or II fluctuation (Fig. 3) since a type-I-PBH with a size χ a < π/2 has the same mass as a type-II-PBH with π−χ a and hence they are indistinguishable for an observer in the mother universe. This ambiguity stems from the nonmonotonicity of R(χ). The density fluctuation variable δ which we will discuss next inherits this ambiguity too.
IV. DENSITY FLUCTUATION
In [2] , Carr derived from the no-SU condition in the form (18) that there is a maximal density fluctuation δ max with the property that for δ < δ max PBH formation is possible, while δ ≥ δ max should indicate a SU. We know already that (18) cannot be violated because of (20) . We will now show that δ max is a consequence of (20) instead of (18) and hence reaching δ max does not indicate a SU. Starting with the Hamiltonian constraint (4) inside the fluctuation where is constant we get
Like Harrison [55] , Carr [2] chooses an initial slice whose extrinsic curvature inside and outside the fluctuation is equal and constant, such that inside and outside the fluctuation
Inserting this together with R = a i r and E = −r 2 into (27) gives
Outside the fluctuation, Eq. (4) becomes at t i
From the geometry of a 3-sphere (Fig. 3) we have R i (χ a ) ≤ a i which results in the following constraint for δ i :
Fluctuations which are initially superhorizon-sized have to fulfill δ i < 1 in this slicing. For fixed H i the density fluctuation δ i hits this boundary for a size χ a = χ max = π/2 because R i (χ max ) = a i . Hence fluctuations with amplitude ζ max saturate the inequality, while fluctuations with χ < χ max and χ > χ max fulfill δ i < δ max i
, since R i (χ a ) < a i . To see how the no-SU condition L i < L SU = a i π constrains δ i we can divide (30) by π 2 and use the rather weak condition R i (r a ) < L SU to get:
The no-SU condition leads to a constraint (32) on δ i which again is ensured by the geometry of space (31), such that the no-SU condition does not pose a constraint on δ i . Because δ max i
depends not only on the initial time t i but also on the initial size R i (r a ), it is more convenient to evaluate δ at the time of horizon crossing t hc , which is defined by
hc . In the following, we neglect gradients and pressure effects in the transition region between the closed and flat FRW part. We expect our expression for δ to be qualitatively correct, since only around the time t hc this approximation starts to break down . Let's see what we find for δ ≡ ∆(t hc ) − 1 in the approximate synchronous gauge (9) and (10), when we choose as initial condition a simultaneous big bang 5 . To this end we use that the energy densities for closed and flat radiation-filled FRW universes are [57] :
where the conformal time η ranging from 0 < η < π is related to t by
Any density fluctuation in the synchronous slicing has then
at maximal expansion η m = π/2. For the marginal fluctuation
we see that it must reenter slightly before maximal expansion:
m . Because for fixed m the marginal 5 Using the constant extrinsic curvature initial condition would lead to cumbersome expressions unless we would stick to small δ 1.
fluctuation has the largest possible areal radius, types I and II will reenter earlier and we see already that δ features a maximum value δ max and that it is again determined by the geometry and not SUs. The calculation in Appendix B shows that
which is plotted in Fig. 4 . We see that the density fluctuation amplitude vanishes for a SU with ζ → ∞:
The interpretation of (36) is clear: In the limiting case of a SU we have to close the bubble in Fig. 3 . We get two disconnected spacetimes, a flat and a closed FRW. The maximum value of (35) is reached for ζ = ζ max :
We used in this Sec. a radiation-filled spacetime as an example to show two important properties of δ: the existence of a maximum independent of SUs and its vanishing approaching a SU. These properties hold in general because they follow from the behavior of R in a positively curved space and the R dependence of M in Eq. (2). Since δ was defined at horizon entry, we only need to require that k ≡ p/ > −1/3. For a general k > −1/3 an expression for ∆ m was calculated [49] .
V. CONSEQUENCES
We briefly point out some consequences for the PBH literature regarding SUs. Since the findings are rather conceptual they will not change any numerical values found so far but they will shed new light on them.
Musco and Polnarev foundδ max 0.65 for spherical fluctuation shapes including the rarefied transition region (see Fig.  11 in [15] ). They discuss that theirδ is approximately δ and we see that the result from our simple model agrees quite well.
But we do not agree with the common physical picture of δ max , namely that it marks the boundary to SUs [2, 15, 18, 23, [48] [49] [50] 55] . Rather the appearance of δ max is a consequence of (i) the spatial geometry which depends on the chosen slicing and (ii) the Einstein field equations, in particular the Hamiltonian constraint, which together always ensure the no-SU condition given in [1] . The impossibility of its violation can be better understood in terms of the curvature fluctuation ζ Eq. (25) , where a SU is obtained as the limiting process ζ → ∞ during which the Hamiltonian constraint can be fulfilled. The utility of the no-SU condition given in [1] , rederived as relation (18) as well as the no-SU given in [2] , rederived as relation (32) is dubious since they have no geometric interpretation compared to relations (20) and (31) that enforce the no-SU conditions anyway. It seems that we need not worry about SUs at all.
The expression for δ in Eq. (35) is nonmonotonous in χ a and hence δ is also nonmonotonous when written as a function of ζ using (25) . This means that physically distinct situations quantified by the volume fluctuation ζ can have the same δ. This result is also valid for inhomogeneous and nonspherical density fluctuations. A general fluctuation may be considered as type II if the local areal radius R becomes nonmonotonous. In the context of PBH formation this suggests not to use δ but instead to take ζ as fundamental for specifying the non-perturbative amplitude of a superhorizon sized fluctuation. Shibata and Sasaki did this in [12] which automatically includes these type II fluctuations and avoids any coordinate singularities at δ max which marks the boundary between types I and II.
If one asks for the probability distribution function (PDF) of fluctuations it is also quite clear that the PDF for δ near δ max can in no way be gaussian since it vanishes for δ > δ max . The PDF for ζ could in principle be a gaussian near ζ max . But the initial condition for PBH formation from superhorizon-sized fluctuations is ζ ≥ ζ BH = 0.7 ÷ 1.2 [12] , which requires a nonperturbative method to obtain a reliable PDF, as done for instance in [26] .
During the radiative era the PBH formation threshold δ BH is not far from δ max : numerical simulations [15] foundδ BH 0.5 ÷ 0.65 for different fluctuation shapes. Depending on the PDF of the fluctuation random field ζ(x) from which one could derive a PDF for shape S and amplitude ζ of fluctuations, the inclusion of type II fluctuations may be relevant concerning the PBH mass power law
for type I fluctuations determined in [17, 18] , where
hc is the horizon mass of the unperturbed FRW at horizon crossing and K, γ and δ BH depend on the shape S . The power law caused by the critical phenomenon diminishes the relevance of the most probable PBH forming fluctuations near δ BH for the PBH mass spectrum [48, 59] . Even if the actual PDF renders type II fluctuations completely irrelevant, it is nonetheless interesting to note that the scaling law should change near δ max to approximately
The mass is now determined by geometry and has the strange property that the PBH mass shrinks with increasing ζ. We will comment on this at the end of the next section. One can find evidence for the behavior (39) in [18] . We can extract this information from their Fig. 1 , considering the last data point, which is closest to δ max . There we have approximately δ − δ BH = 0.1. Taking the valueδ BH δ BH = 0.5 from [15] ( Fig. 10 and α = 0), we get δ = 0.6. Inserting this value into Eq. (39) nearly coincides with M BH = 10 0.2 M hor = 1.6M hor read off from the Fig. 1 in [18] . The authors mention that the scaling law starts to change at δ > 0.01+δ BH . And this change just seems to signal that the critical phenomenon ceases and that the "normal" horizon mass (39) takes over near δ max .
VI. COLLAPSE
We now know how to interpret δ max correctly. To get a better understanding of what is actually going on during the collapse of a type II fluctuation, we will compare the collapse of a type II and type I fluctuation with the same δ but different ζ. Instead of going through calculations we will observe the collapse using embedding diagrams, Figs. 6 to 19 and conformal diagrams, Fig. 22 . For calculational simplicity we take dust as the ideal fluid with p = 0. For type I fluctuations note that if we choose δ large enough to escape the scaling law (38), the PBH formation process shown here will not qualitatively differ from the case where pressure is present. We will comment on the effect of radiation pressure for type II fluctuations in Fig. 14 . Setting p = 0 turns the Misner-Sharp system into that of LTB [60] . The Euler equation (7) allows us to choose N = 1 everywhere. The momentum constraint (5) and the evolution equation (6) make E and M time independent, such that using Eq. (2), the only degree of freedom is R. A solution R(r, t) of (4) with synchronous big bang is given by:
where η is conformal time with 0 < η < 2π and t is cosmic time with 0 < t < ∞. We will not consider the case E > 0.
A. Initial data
Because we have chosen R(t i = 0, r) = 0, we cannot give i (r) and˙ i (r) as initial data, but we can equivalently give E and M. In order to treat type II fluctuations without coordinate problems, we will use the now exactly comoving radial coordinate χ defined in Eq. (13) . Writing r(χ) ≡ Φ(χ) and denoting a derivative w.r.t. χ by ', we have
2 − 1 such that we can give as initial condition for the simulations
M(χ) and Φ(χ)
as depicted in Fig. 5 . They are chosen to match the following requirements:
• At every time conditions (i) -(v) given in Appendix C are fulfilled.
• The mass, size and formation time of both PBH types are equal. This just requires to choose for the sizes of the overdense regions to fulfill χ II = π − χ I . Note that χ II and χ I are time independent for dust.
• The energy densities inside and outside the black dots are homogeneous, while the transit region contains a matter free zone (the constant parts of M). Between the black dots M and Φ are sufficiently smooth interpolating functions.
• E ≤ 0 everywhere
The first point guarantees a consistent and physically sane calculation. The second point makes comparison between both simulations easier. The third point is chosen to allow an analytic check of key events during the simulation. That there is a matter-free zone has only aesthetic reasons and does not influence much the dynamics of geometry. The last point ensures that the three-dimensional space can be embedded in an R 4 .
To really understand what the embedding diagrams show, let us briefly recapitulate the basic notions of embedding, intrinsic and extrinsic curvature, photon trajectories and horizons.
B. Embedding and curvatures

Embedding and intrinsic curvature
At a fixed time the slice through spacetime is a Riemannian 3-manifold. Because the space is isotropic we can neglect the two angular coordinates ϑ and φ to facilitate the visualization of the geometry: we go to the equatorial plane ϑ = π/2 and drop the φ direction. We can easily embed the remaining one-dimensional line into an R 2 which then encodes all the intrinsic geometry of the full 3-D slice. Rotating around the symmetry axis would restore the φ direction. The graph can be found in the following way. Let us denote the auxiliary fourth spatial coordinate by w. The metric of the plane is given by (2) 
The induced Riemannian metric on the graph w(R) should coincide with the original radial part of the LTB metric (A1) because the angular part of both metrics R 2 dΩ 2 coincide:
(1)
This can be rewritten as
from which follows
This gives the w-component of the embedding:
Note that this only works as long as the argument of the square root is non-negative, which is the case if E ≤ 0. Slices or parts of slices where E > 0 can only be embedded in Lorentzian auxiliary spaces. The thick line in the following plots, the parametrized by χ. The length of a segment of the graph between χ 1 and χ 2 is identical to the proper length of a radial line in the slice between χ 1 and χ 2 . Also the intrinsic curvature (3) R of the original slice is just the curvature of the line (= 6/(radius of fitted circle)
2 ). But intrinsic curvature is only half the truth:
Extrinsic curvature
The real slice is not embedded in a flat R 4 but in a curved Lorentzian spacetime. And so there is more geometry hidden in the extrinsic curvature K = 1/2γ. Since the evolution of the LTB system is completely determined by the Hamiltonian constraint (4), which can be written as [61] (3)
we see that if we were able to visualize K i j K i j − K 2 we would have visualized spacetime. Fortunately this can be done. With X ≡ R'/Φ' we get from
and the extrinsic curvature
the slice (and embedding) intrinsic vector field
where eχ is the unit vector in χ-direction, and the rate of expansion of shells:
which are the amplitudes of K φ and K ϑ . These functions completely determine the extrinsic curvature part of the Hamiltonian constraint:
C. Photons
To get a better grasp of time and causality, we will follow the way of a few radially moving photons. Their trajectories can easily be calculated from the null condition: a photon moves on geodesics whose tangent is always null. Hence a photon reaches every distance in zero proper time. For a radially moving photon this means:
where + applies for outgoing and -for incoming photons.
This equation is integrated and the result χ ph (t) is added to the diagram as colored point (R(χ ph (t), t), w(χ ph (t), t)).
D. Horizons
A PBH inevitably forms as soon as spacetime develops a closed region in which outward traveling photons cannot increase their areal radius [3] . The outermost boundary of this inner-trapped region is the BH apparent horizon. In a spherically symmetric spacetime this black hole apparent horizon is a centered 2-sphere within a spatial slice on which radially outward traveling photons have constant R(χ BH ). This means that the derivative of R in this outward null direction
Outgoing photons with slightly larger r have as usual a growing R along their radial geodesic, while photons with smaller r decrease their R along their radial outward-directed geodesic and are trapped. Another apparent horizon which we take as the outermost boundary of the outer-trapped region is the Hubble horizon on which radially inward traveling photons have constant R(χ H ). This means that the derivative of R in this inward null direction
Note that the notion of an apparent horizon is only local both in space and time: Consider an inward traveling photon at χ ph (t 1 ) > χ H (t 1 ) whose R increases. Since the Hubble radius grows this photon can later at t 2 be inside χ ph (t 2 ) < r H (t 2 ) and reach the center. We will see this happen in the simulation. For a BH horizon, as was mentioned in the Introduction, the rules are different: once trapped, always trapped. Slightly rearranging equation (4) we get:
From this expression for the mass M we can read off the nice result that a necessary condition for PBH formation is R ≤ 2M hence that matter must be within its Schwarzschild radius. At the Hubble radius this condition is also fulfilled, so we have to be a bit cautious. Inner-trapped regions have:
Outer trapped regions have:
E. The embedding diagrams
From the following plots displaying the collapse of a type II (upper panel) and type I fluctuation (lower panel) in a LTB spacetime we see the following information:
• The thick (black) line is the embedded 3d-space of constant time t, where we keep only the radial direction. Rotating around the symmetry axis would restore the φ-direction. Intrinsic curvature (3) R and proper length are directly visible.
• Tangential arrows show the vector field K χ that measures how fast space contracts or expands in χ-direction. The arrows are tangential and outwarddirected (green) if space expands and tangential and inward-directed (blue) if space contracts in χ-direction.
• Arrows in R-direction symbolize amplitude and sign of H R , which measures how fast R-shells contract or expand. The arrows are horizontal and outwarddirected (orange) if the shell expands and horizontal and inward-directed (red) if the shell contracts. Note that the direction of the arrows only symbolizes this information. Since the auxiliary embedding space has no physical meaning those arrows do not show a vector field. The vectors K φ and K ϑ would be tangential to R-shells with amplitude H R .
• The thick embedding line is colored orange (grey for a b/w print), if the region is outer-trapped, red (dark grey for a b/w print) if it is inner-trapped and black otherwise. The outer boundary between orange and black segments corresponds to the Hubble radius while the outer boundary of red and black regions corresponds to a BH horizon.
• Beyond the outer small (black) dot the energy density is that of a flat FRW while inside the interior small (black) dot the energy density is that of closed FRW. Approximately the small (black) dots denote the boundary of the matter-free region in the transit region between flat and closed FRW.
• To elucidate the causal structure we will follow the trajectories of three test photons which are symbolized by large (colored) dots. The extrinsic curvature K gets smaller, but in the neck it remains larger since it has to create the negative intrinsic curvature (3) R. bottom: A third green photon traveling inwards appeared. [62] . To prevent a static wormhole from becoming a black hole one needs exotic matter violating a few energy conditions (see [63] ). In an accelerating universe a dynamical superhorizon-sized wormhole will never reenter the horizon and hence does not require exotic matter to be stable. In our decelerating dust Universe we would also need exotic matter to stabilize the throat once it entered the horizon. Since we do not have exotic matter we see that just below the orange photon at the neck, a tiny red future trapped region appeared. This means that the mass of the wormhole got larger than half its Schwarzschild radius. Once this happened the wormhole ceases to be traversable (in the sense that one cannot return) and everything below the outer boundary between red and black -the black hole apparent horizonis doomed.Kχ in the neck is still positive (green) but H R became negative in the neck center which turned the outer-trapped region into an inner-trapped one (see (44) ). Note also that the formation of the trapped region occurred bottom: The orange photon leaves the scene. No BH horizon has appeared yet. The orange photon nearly rests above BH horizon. The trapped contracting red region grows due to the stretching of the wormhole driven by the positive Kχ (green). bottom: The blue photon will soon reach the center. R in the neck (see (41) ). This also leads to a direction-dependent contraction/expansion of space. Since in the lower hemisphere Kχ got negative, space contracts there in every direction. bottom: Here the sign of H R and Kχ changed in the whole closed part (which is only part of the lower hemisphere). 
R gets smaller since Kχ (tangential arrows) becomes also large but stays positive (green and outward-directed). Any matter inside the neck would get extremely spaghettified: radially stretched by the large positive Kχ but still volume reduced due to the large negative H R . bottom: The blue photon marches upwards. Still no sign of a BH horizon. Compare the latitude of the future trapped region in the bubble of the type II fluctuation. The wormhole has been pinched off: a singularity formed that crushed the yellow photon. It is also quite interesting that the singularity formed in a matter free region (between the two black dots). Note that the vertical separation of the cusps in the embedding has no physical meaning. The inner-trapped region in Fig. 10 appeared shortly after horizon entry, suggesting that also in the case of a radiation-filled universe the formation of a non-central singularity cannot be avoided: pressure forces will try to bring material trough the wormhole, which is effective only when the throat is within the horizon. Once within it will immediately shrink in the angular direction and stretch in the radial direction. Both processes slow down the pressure driven matter transport. Hence we expect that any type II fluctuation with with ζ ≥ ζ nc > ζ max will form a noncentral singularity, where ζ nc is a new shape dependent threshold. It would be interesting to determine ζ nc by a proper numerical simulation. bottom: The green photon reaches the center. The cut-off "elastic band" has now relaxed: In the baby universe (3) R is everywhere positive. bottom: The BH horizon has now formed around the black mass dots and sealed the fate of the photons and the matter in the overdensity: All the matter and the green photon will be crushed. The blue photon is lucky. (Here Mathematica colored some parts greyish red which actually should be black. Hence the blue photon is really outside the trapped region. The same holds for Fig. 18 The orange photon still nearly rests above the horizon. The baby universe is so close to its big crunch that the blue photon will not reach the PBH singularity in the baby universe. bottom: Note that the singularity in the type II fluctuation in Fig. 14 was announced by a blowup of K (while (3) R got smaller). Here it is (3) R that blows up while K remains small. Both photons required a long time (twice the age of the universe after PBH formation at t BH = 12.57) to finally escape the horizon, although they are still inside the matter free vacuole: they must be strongly redshifted. After t BH both slices are now physically identical and indistinguishable: a PBH with Schwarzschild radius R BH = 2.6 and mass M BH = R BH /2 inside an expanding vacuole embedded in a flat exact FRW universe. The metric inside the comoving black dots is exactly Schwarzschild such that the existence of the FRW is undetectable using gravity experiments like Kepler law or peri-PBHshift inside the vacuole. This has been proven by Einstein and Strauss [64] .
F. Conformal diagrams
Despite the great insight into geometrodynamics that embeddings can give us, the causal structure of spherically symmetric spacetimes is best visualized in the form conformal diagrams [57] , where one maps the whole spacetime with a finite coordinate systemη,χ with the property that lightlike radial geodesics are straight lines with:
The conformal diagrams for flat and closed dust FRWs are depicted in Fig. 20 .
The right diagram shows a flat FRW spacetime. The diagonal boundary I + is the future null infinity, where all photons go (they are reflected at the vertical χ = 0 line). All spatial slices end for χ → ∞ in i 0 , called spacelike infinity, while all timelike trajectories terminate for t → ∞ in the future timelike infinity i + . The horizontal dashed line is the big bang singularity. The left diagram showing a closed dust FRW has a simpler structure, also the original comoving coordinates η, χ are already conformal coordinatesη,χ. Photons are reflected at χ = 0 and χ = π lines, originate in the lower big bang singularity and terminate in the upper big crunch singularity.
Before we look at the conformal diagrams of our two spacetimes let us first discuss the seeming separation of the baby universe seen in the embedding diagrams of the type II fluctuation. One might have wondered whether the formation of the baby universe corresponds to a topology change of the spatial slice which is proved to be impossible (see [3, 63] ). Note that even a "normal" dust collapse in asymptotic Minkowski space which looks quite like a type I collapse, can be foliated in such an unnatural way to look like a type II (see [61] box 23.1). But here we did not change the slicing! So where does this change in the behavior of t=const slices come from?
Let us calculate the spatial shape of η(t = const, χ) in the transition region for both fluctuations. We can easily solve (40) for η which gives
The main χ dependence is in the first term. Figure 21 shows it. The common feature of type I and II is that η(χ) interpolates between a constant finite η in the closed FRW part and 0 in the flat part (this ensures that there is no big crunch). We see that the t=const-slice of the type II fluctuation has a maximum while the type I slice does not. Since the mass function M was chosen to be constant in the transition region the whole effect comes from |E| 3/2 . The fact that |E II | exhibits a maximum at χ = 2.2 while |E I | does not, explains the strange difference between type I and II seen in the embedding diagrams. Note that the appearance of a local maximum of |E II | = |Φ II ' 2 − 1| in the transition region, is inevitable and not just an artifact of the chosen matching, since Φ II ' has to change its sign somewhere in the matching region (compare Fig. 5 ). This means that in synchronous gauge every arbitrary type II fluctuation (which may be defined in general by the nonmonotonicity of R(χ)) has this appearance of the collapse. Since our model fluctuation spacetimes consist of parts of the spacetimes depicted in Fig. 20 smoothly glued together, the shapes of the resulting conformal diagrams for type I and II are obvious. A numerical construction of such diagrams from the same data used for the embeddings is shown in Fig. 22 . Most important is that type I and type II have the same conformal structure. From the conformal diagrams we see: the t=const-slices in the transition region cause all the difference we saw in the embedding diagrams. While for type I fluctuations the big crunch is first reached in the closed FRW part and later in the matching region, for type II fluctuations the big crunch is first reached in the matching region and later on in the closed FRW part. And there is no apparent topology change if one uses theη-slicing.
Although the embeddings show only the case of a spherically symmetric dust collapse, it is clear that a slightly aspherical type II fluctuation in a radiation filled universe will also feature a non-central singularity formation in any reasonable slicing and provided that ζ ≥ ζ nc (see Fig. 14) . The only possibility to prevent this for ζ < ζ nc is the time dependence of E, such that the neck could widen through the pressure once the fluctuation is inside the horizon and turn it into a type I shortly before PBH formation. If this does not happen, then the PBH mass should be approximately given by Eq. (39) . However only a numerical simulation can give a definite answer. The full spacelike lines are t = const slices and the ones from t = 0.1 and tot = 12.1 coincide with the slices shown in the embeddings. Close before the big crunch in the exact closed FRW atη = 2π corresponding to t = 12.56, we added an additional line at t = 12.55. Above this in the conformal diagram for the type I fluctuation the slice at t = 13.1 terminating in the singularity can be seen, showing that the green photon still lives at this time. The magnified corner of the type II diagram shows the termination of t > 8.15-slices in the singularity coming from the flat FRW. They reappear from the singularity well visibly on the left. This effect corresponds to the seeming topology change we have seen in the embedding diagrams of the type II fluctuation. For the type I fluctuation spatial slices coming from the flat FRW only end in the singularity but do not reappear for smallerχ. If we had used thẽ η-slicing in the embeddings, the evolution of type II would have looked very similar to the one of type I. Hence the type I and II spacetimes are very similar. The two dashed timelike lines correspond to the comoving boundaries that separate the exact closed and flat FRW parts from the matching region. They are depicted as black dots in the embeddings. The straight, diagonal (colored) null lines correspond to the large (colored) photon dots in the embeddings. Note that in the type I diagram the upper part of the dark (blue) photon line is approximately the BH event horizon, while for the type II spacetime it is a photon line starting in the left corner which is approximately the orange photon.
VII. CONCLUSION
Type II (ζ > ζ max ) and marginal (δ = δ max ) fluctuations sometimes misinterpreted as separate universes do form primordial black holes.
The formation process looks completely different compared to the type I class (ζ < ζ max ) in synchronous gauge. This is only a gauge artifact of the synchronous and related "natural" slicings and can be avoided in the quite unnaturalη-slicing used in the conformal diagram. The appearance of δ max is independent of the no-SU condition formulated by Carr and Hawking (18) . It is impossible to violate this condition due to (20) . The actual limiting value to form a SU obtained by closing a type II is δ SU → 0 corresponding to ζ → ∞. The nonmonotonicity of δ(ζ) suggests not to use the density fluctuation variable δ but instead the curvature fluctuation variable ζ if one also wants to consider larger fluctuations, for instance in a probability distribution function of fluctuation amplitudes.
For homogeneous overdensities every type I fluctuation has a δ-twin in the type II class related by χ I = π − χ II . If there is no pressure, both fluctuations form a PBH with exactly the same mass although the formation process looks very different for a type II. This is related to the fact that the gravitating mass energy that one can probe by using Kepler's law is not the integral of the density over the proper volume but over the volume of the would-be flat space using the areal radius R (see Eq. (2)). A difference between type I and II arises if there is pressure present. We expect the existence of a shape and pressure dependent threshold ζ nc with the property that for ζ ≥ ζ nc > ζ max a non-central singularity forms, while for ζ nc > ζ ≥ ζ max the type II fluctuation relaxes via pressure driven matter loss within the horizon to a centrally collapsing fluctuation. To find this threshold it is necessary to perform a numerical simulation. 
